
international arbitration research guide international
June 7th, 2020 - the international centre for dispute resolution icdr is the international division of the american arbitration association aaa given that in excess of 600 arbitrations are now administered every year under the icdr rules this book answers the need for a comprehensive parative guide devoted to them'

'LEADING ARBITRATORS GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION
MAY 26TH, 2020 - FIFTEENTH ANNUAL LEADING ARBITRATORS SYMPOSIUM MONDAY 15 APRIL 2019
THE MARCH OF THE ROBOTS GLOBAL ARBITRATION REVIEW GAR
JUNE 4TH, 2020 - THE PUTER MIGHT THEREFORE PERFORM A ROLE SIMILAR TO THE ONE FOR WHICH TRIBUNALS USE AND OCCASIONALLY ABUSE TRIBUNAL SECRETARIES THIS KIND OF APPROACH MIGHT
PROVIDE A HAPPY MEDIUM BETWEEN THOSE WHO INSIST ON HUMAN INTERACTION IN AN ARBITRAL PROCEEDING AND THOSE WILLING TO PLACE THEIR FAITH IN THE LESS FALLIBLE BUT LESS PALATABLE PROSPECT OF ROBOT JUSTICE''

'THIRD PARTIES IN INTERNATIONAL MERCIAL ARBITRATION
MAY 6TH, 2020 - THE ROLE OF THE THIRD PARTY HAS FAST BEEN A PERVERSIVE PROBLEM IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION AS PARTIES NOT BOUND BY AN ARBITRATION AGREEMENT ARE SEEN TO BE EXCLUDED FROM THE PROCESS EVEN IF THEY CLEARLY MAINTAIN A LEGAL OR FINANCIAL INTEREST IN A DISPUTE BETWEEN OTHER PERSONS WHO ARE BOUND BY AN ARBITRATION CLAUSE''
The effectiveness of mercial arbitration in commercial arbitration in London for example in 2016 the London Maritime Arbitrators Association saw more than six times as many new ad hoc arbitrations submitted to its members as the London Court of International Arbitration saw new requests for arbitration 253 under its institutional association.
Read More'

'problematics of tribunal secretaries iclg
May 31st, 2020 - record year for the lcia the london court of international arbitration hosted an unprecedented number of arbitrations in 2019 with its own arbitral rules proving particularly popular as it prepares for an expected wave of covid 19 cases in 2020 and beyond'

'the london court of international arbitration lcia
June 8th, 2020 - the london court of international arbitration lcia is universally recognised as one of the world s leading arbitral institutions the lcia provides efficient flexible and impartial administration of arbitration and of a wide range of other adr procedures regardless of the location of the parties and under any system of law'

'oxford international arbitration series oxford
June 8th, 2020 - oxford international arbitration series arbitration of international mining disputes law and practice add tribunal secretaries in international arbitration to cart j ole jensen 9780198835813 hardcover oxford university
tribunal secretaries in international arbitration

June 7th, 2020 - tribunal secretaries support arbitrators at all stages of the arbitration and provide valuable assistance yet thus far they have remained largely in the shadows this book provides vital discussion on how tribunal secretaries should be appointed what specific tasks they may be endowed with and what the consequences of an impermissible use are

'BOOKS IN THE SERIES OXFORD INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION SERIES
MAY 16TH, 2020 - BROWSE BOOKS IN THE OXFORD INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION SERIES SERIES ON LOVEREADING CO UK BEING A MEMBER OF THE LOVEREADING MUNITY IS FREE NO CATCHES NO FINE PRINT JUST UNADULTERATED BOOK LOVING WITH YOUR FAVOURITE BOOKS SAVED TO YOUR OWN DIGITAL BOOKSHELF"ole Jensen Wilmerhale
May 25th, 2020 - Dr Ole Jensen Is An Associate In The Litigation Controversy Department And Is A Member
Of The International Arbitration Practice Group Publications Tribunal Secretaries In International Arbitration
Oxford University Press 2019 Xlix 474 Pp

May 28th, 2020 - tribunal secretaries in international arbitration adopts a transnational approach to systematically answer questions often discussed but thus far unresolved structured in three parts the book develops the conceptual foundations discusses the practical implementation and outlines limits of the permissible use of tribunal secretaries

'singapore international arbitration centre
June 6th, 2020 - wendy lin is a partner in the mercial amp corporate disputes and international arbitration practices at wongpartnership llp wendy has an active practice in a wide array of high value multi jurisdictional and plex disputes both before the singapore courts as well as in arbitrations conducted under various arbitral including the
'training brochure 2018 ciarb
June 6th, 2020 - domestic arbitration and international arbitration which covers the law of obligations the law of arbitration arbitration practice and procedure and award writing fast track assessment programmes are available for legal professionals with experience in arbitration further information on ciarb's courses is available at the swiss federal supreme court provides guidance on the
May 6th, 2020 – contra bernhard berger franz kellerhals international and domestic arbitration in switzerland 3rd ed bern 2015 para 1956-33 asa bulletin 4 2015 december m feit c terrapon chassot the swiss federal supreme court provides guidance on the proper use of arbitral secretaries and arbitrator consultants under the swiss lex arbitri scenario the notes may only bee relevant in the'
June 2nd, 2020 - The use of tribunal secretaries in arbitration is a hotly debated topic for some time now. The use of a secretary has been increasing in the interests of cost and time efficiency. However, there is a fear that arbitrators delegate their duties and involve a second or fourth arbitrator to be involved in the decision-making process, contrary to the very ethos of arbitration.

May 24th, 2020 - Moderator Tribunal Secretaries in International Arbitration Second Oxford Summer Academy July 6-7 2017 Speaker Damages in International Arbitration IIAASC Training on Arbitration Mexico City June 15 2017 Speaker New Developments in International Arbitration Fordham International Arbitration

June 5th, 2020 - On 1 January 2017, the Australian Centre for International Commercial Arbitration (ACICA) released a new guideline on the use of tribunal secretaries. This new guideline addresses a silence in the existing ACICA arbitration rules as to the scope for use of tribunal secretaries.
UNDERSTANDING INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION INTERNATIONAL

JUNE 4TH, 2020 - INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION PROPOSED FOR BUSINESS RELATED HUMAN RIGHTS DISPUTES LNB NEWS 25 08 2017 121 MEMBERS OF THE WORKING GROUP ON INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION OF BUSINESS AND HUMAN RIGHTS HAVE PROPOSED THE USE OF INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION TO RESOLVE DISPUTES ARISING FROM HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSE INVOLVING BUSINESS INVESTMENT CLAIMS.
April 25th, 2020 – Lady Margaret Hall Oxford Diane Desierto Ian Laird Amp Frederic Sourgen Co-Chairs Oxford University Press Investment Claims Summer Academy Lady Margaret Hall Oxford The Second Oxford University Press Investment Claims Summer Academy At Lady Margaret Hall Took Place On July 6-7 2017 And Focused On The Role Of International Law In International Investment Decision Making

Jensen Tribunal Secretaries In International Arbitration

May 23rd, 2020 - J Ole Jensen Has Published Tribunal Secretaries In International Arbitration Oxford Univ Press 2019 Here's The Abstract For The First Time A Monograph Thoroughly Analyses The Controversial And Sensitive Topic Of Secretaries To Arbitral Tribunals

'Through the network for international arbitration

May 8th, 2020 - he regularly speaks on issues of international mercial law and is the author of the first prehensive treatise on tribunal secretaries in international arbitration oxford university press 2019'
June 1st, 2020 - by parison the hong kong international arbitration centre administered arbitration rules 2013 the hkiac rules and guidelines on the use of a secretary to the arbitral tribunal 2014 the hkiac guidelines take the same approach as the fai rules by deferring the power to appoint a secretary to the tribunal notwithstanding an objection by the parties

May 25th, 2020 - tribunal secretaries in international arbitration april 18 2019 tribunal secretaries in international arbitration by j ole jensen is now available click here to read a sample chapter

May 6th, 2020 - jensen j o tribunal secretaries in international arbitration oxford oxford university press 2019 for the first time a monograph thoroughly analyses the controversial and sensitive topic of secretaries to arbitral tribunals
CARLA LEWIS INTERNATIONAL LAW FIRM
April 21st, 2020 - The Second Edition Provides An Update To Take Into Account The Rule Changes That Have Been Adopted By Arbitral Institutions In The Six Years Since The First Edition Was Published And To Include Up To Date Guidance On Topical Issues Such As Third Party Funding In International Arbitration The Increase In The Number Of Multi Party Arbitrations Procedural Trends Including The Adoption Of"
June 1st, 2020 - the following is a collaborative article in which the London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA), the Arbitration Institute of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (SCC) and the International Court of Arbitration (ICC) joined forces to explain that the EU sanctions against Russia do not obstruct international arbitration and seeks to address some of the most frequently asked questions.

May 20th, 2020 - HKIAC is pleased to be a supporting organisation of this event. The Chartered Institute of Arbitrators Distinguished Diploma in International Commercial Arbitration is set to take place once again at Oxford University on the 17th of August this year. First launched in 1995, the diploma is internationally recognised, attracting candidates from a number of jurisdictions including Australia.
singapore international arbitration centre court of
June 6th, 2020 - nigel is a former president of the iba subcommittee on investment arbitration an editor since 1995 of arbitration international co author of redfern and hunter on international arbitration 6th edition oxford 2015 guide to icsid arbitration 2nd edition kluwer 2010 and international arbitration in latin america kluwer 2003'

hkiac hong kong international arbitration centre
June 7th, 2020 - hkiac s custom built rooms featuring 360 degree views of hong kong s skyline can accommodate from 4 to 150 people for hearings meetings conferences or events'

the revolving door in international investment arbitration
April 23rd, 2020 - revolving door in international investment arbitration 15 litigators has thus appeared on average in every second case in international investment arbitration 530 of 1039"practice of international litigation second edition
May 20th, 2020 - A practice oriented guide for any lawyer involved in litigation or arbitration in the United States but who faces issues that go beyond its borders both international litigation and arbitration are extensively covered in this work. The chapters revolve around the practical problems which face the litigator: service of proceedings, discovery, the obtaining of evidence and awards challenges based on misuse of tribunal secretaries.

May 24th, 2020 - The Young ICCA Guide on Arbitral Secretaries. The product of two surveys conducted in 2012 and 2013 and arguably the most authoritative and detailed study on the use of tribunal secretaries in international arbitration sets out non-binding guidelines for the appointment and use of arbitral secretaries.

International Arbitration Laws and Regulations England
June 4th, 2020 - The London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA) is a renowned international arbitration institution.
Institution With An Impressive 126 Year History And As Of 1 October 2014 A Newly Revised Set Of Arbitration Rules 3 The Chartered Institute Of Arbitrators Ciarb Administers Arbitrations Under Its Own Rules And Acts As An Appointing Authority

'a guide to the iba rules on the taking of evidence in

June 5th, 2020 - a guide to the iba rules on the taking of evidence in international arbitration the guide is a comprehensive clear and well structured reference book for any international arbitration practitioner dealing with evidential matters the authors and consultant editor have drawn upon their deep and diverse experience of civil and mon law matters and their extensive networks of global’

Divyesh Menon People Mayer Brown

June 3rd, 2020 - divyesh has published on international arbitration matters and is currently assisting the authors of the next edition of mustill amp boyd on mercial and investment arbitration divyesh is amongst
the pioneer batch of hkiac accredited tribunal secretaries and is an active member of several young arbitration groups"

ICC RULES ARCHIVES KLUWER ARBITRATION BLOG
MAY 31ST, 2020 - ON 1 JANUARY 2017 THE AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR INTERNATIONAL MERCIAL ARBITRATION ACICA RELEASED A NEW GUIDELINE ON THE USE OF TRIBUNAL SECRETARIES THIS NEW GUIDELINE ADDRESSES A SILENCE IN THE EXISTING ACICA ARBITRATION RULES AS TO THE SCOPE FOR TRIBUNALS TO APPOINT ARBITRAL SECRETARIES AND THE BASIS UPON WHICH THEY MIGHT BE APPOINTED'

'tribunal secretaries in international arbitration'

May 31st, 2020 - tribunal secretaries in international arbitration adopts a transnational approach to systematically answer questions often discussed but thus far unresolved structured in three parts the book develops the conceptual foundations discusses the practical implementation and outlines limits of the permissible use of tribunal secretaries "tribunal Secretaries In International Arbitration By J

December 27th, 2019 - The List Of Core Tasks Is The Basis For What Jensen Coins The Traffic Light Scale Of
Permissible Tribunal Secretary Tasks Reproduced For Easy Reference In Annex E Modelled On The Iba Guidelines On Conflicts Of Interest In International Arbitration Each Task Falls Either Into The Green Orange Or Red List Depending On How Far Removed It Is From The Arbitrator S Personal Mandate'

the revolving door in international investment arbitration

May 11th, 2020 - the revolving door in international investment arbitration malcolm langford daniel behn and runar hilleren lie abstract it is often claimed that international investment arbitration is marked by a revolving door individuals act sequentially and even simultaneously as arbitrator legal counsel expert witness or tribunal secretary'
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